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ABSTRACT: Three new aerial camera films for topographic mapping-11:odak
Panatomic-X, Plus- Y and Tri- Y Aerogmphic Films-are now made on 0.004
inch thick Estar polyester base. A gelatin backing provides static protection and
greatly reduces curl. Both emulsion and backing are hardened for elel'Ctted
temperature processing. The thinner base permits more exposures for a given
roll diameter and the thinner emulsion permits more mpid drying after proc
essing, compared with present acetate topographic films. Estar base provides
snperior tensile strength, sti.tTness. and tear strength. Humidity and thermal
coefficients of linear expansion are only about one-third that of acetate film.
Limited tests using optical interference patterns have shown less dimensional
distortion in Estar film than in acetatc topographic film.

"ESTA){'" base is made from polyethylene
terephthalate, a polyester which was

discovered by Whinfield and Dickson (1) in
England before World \Var rL rt was first
used commercially as a textile fiber and later
as a plastic sheeting. For many years there
has been speculation and hope that it \\'ould
make an ideal base for topographic aerial
films. This interest has been due to the
superior dimensional stability and othet
physical properties that can be obtai ned wi th
film base made from this polymer (2).

The characteristics of an experi men tal Ii tho
film coated on pilot plant samples of polyester
base were described at a meeting of the Amer
ican Society of Photogrammetry by J. lVI.
Centa (3) in 1955. At the 1960 Annual Meet
ing, W. E. Harman, Jr. (4), described some
preliminary field tests with a polyester base
aerial film, which demonstrated definite ad
vantages over acetate film. in the accuracy
obtainable in topographic mapping.

A new family of aerial negative films is
now available on O.004-inch thick Estar
base:

50-136 Kodak Panatomic-X Aerographic Film
(Estar Base)

50-135 Kodak Plus-X Aerographic Film (Estar
Base)

50-138 Kodak Tri-X Aerographic Film (Estar
Base)

1 "Estar" is a registered Trade lark of the
Eastman Kodak Company.

.1. M. CALHOUN

These emulsions CO\'l~r a wide speed range
and all are hardened for elevated temperature
processing. The Panatolllic-X Aerographic
emulsion is entirely new. The Plus-X and
Tri-X Aerographic emulsions are improved
versions of emulsions which have been used
before on acetate base (5).

Each of the new Aerographic fil ms on
Estar base has a hardened gelatin backing
which provides static protection and greatly
reduces curl, a troublesome characteristic of
aerial films in the past. The gelatin backing

* Presented at the Society's 27th Annual Meeting, The Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. c., March
19-22, 1961.
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TABLE T

THICKNESS UF AEROGRAPHIC FILM LAYERS

Thickness, mils

Film Base Type No.
Emulsion

Ge
Backing Base Total

-------------------1-----1-----1-----1----1------

Kodak P'ln'ltomic-X AerographiC' Film Estar SO-136 ').21 0.18 ·LO -l.-l
Kodak Plus-X Aerographic Film Estar SO-135 0.31 0.24 4.0 4.6
Kodak Tri-X Aerographic Film Est'lr SO-138 0.51 O. 37 4.0 4.9
Kodak Plus-X Aerographic Film CAB 5401 0.49 nOI1e 5.2 5.7
Kodak Super-XX Aerographic'Film CAB 5425 0.76 none 5.2 6.0

Note: The em ulsion and backing thicknesses are typical measuremen ts; the base thickness is nom ina!.
CAB =cellulose acetate butyrate.

has a matte surface whichl11inimizes contact
with the emulsion when wound in tolls. The
backing on the Plus-X 'and Tri:X films is
clear, but the backirtg on the' Panatomic-X
film contains an antihal;ition dye neede,d for
photographic purposes. Thi!? dye. bleaches
during processing. -

Estar base is manufactured by a quite dif
ferent process than is cellulose acetate base.
1t is cast from the molten polymer and con
tains no solvents or plasticizer, which might
slowly diffuse away and cause shrinkage with
age.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

The thickness of the various layers of each
of the new films is given in Table I, com
pared with the present Type 5401 Plus-X,
and Type 5425 Super-XX Aerographic films

on cellulose acetate butyrate base. Estar base
for topographic mapping is 0.004 inch thick,
which permits approximately one-third more
film exposures for the same diameter roll.
(Estar base 0.0025 inch thick has been made
for aerial reconnaissance films on special
order, but is not recommended for ordinary
topographic mapping.) The new emulsions
are also significantly thinner than formerly,
which permits better definition and more
rapid drying after processing.

Estar base is transparent, colorless and es
sentially free of imperfections. Its physical
properties are summarized in Table II. The
two most outstanding characteristics of
Estar base for an aerial film are its greatly
superior strength properties and its superior
dimensional stability, compared to acetate
base. The high tensile strength (Figure 1)

TABLE II

TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AEROGRAPHIC E1~M BASES(a)

Property

Nominal thickness, mils
Specific gravity, gms./cc
Refractive index, N n
Water absorption, %
Water swell from 15% RH, %
Yield strength, psi
Tensile strength, psi
Elongation at break, %
Modulus of elasticity in tension, psi
Plastic flow, %
MIT double folds, No.

Tear propagation strength, gms.
Tensile heat distortion temperature, F.

Estar Base

.4.0
_, 1.39
,. 1.65(b)
eU.5

y. 0.08
.';:14,000
:~. ;28,000

110
.. :650;000
..'-' 0.01
.'>10,000

160
325

Cellulos'e Acetate
Butyrate Base

5.2
1.26
1.48
4.5
0.85
9,500

10,500
50

400,000
0.25

35

40
275

Test Method

ASTM 0570-57T

ASTM 0882-561'
ASTM 0882-561'
ASTM 0882-56'1'
ASTM 0882-561'

(e)

ASTM 0643-43
(Method B)

ASTM 0689-44
ASTM 01637-591'

(a) Tests made at 70Fo.-50% RH, except where indicated otherwise.
(b) Average refractive index in plane of. §heet; index in thickness direction is 1.50.
(e) Four hours loaded, 20 lbs/inch width; four hours unloaded.
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FIG. 1. Stress-strain curves for Kodak Aero
graphic Film base at 70°F. -50% RH. Instron ten
sile machine at 50% elongation per minute.
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and modulus of elasticity (stiffness) of this
base enable it to be used in a lower thickness.
The lower plastic flow of Estar base (Figure
2) means that it is much more resistant to
deformations of all kinds than is acetate
butyrate base. Still more important from a
practical standpoint is the exceptional tear
resistance of Estar base. It is virtually im
possible to initiate a tear unless the film is
first nicked or cut. Even when a tear is
started, it requires about four times the force
to continue the tear as does acetate film.
This means that there is much less chance of

FIG. 2. Creep and recovery curves for I';:odak
Aerographic Film base at 70°F. -50% RH. Load,
20 Ibs./inch width.

film tearing in cameras, processing machines
or other handling operations.

The possibility of brittleness is important
with aerial films, which are often used at
low temperatures or under dry conditions,
Laboratory brittleness tests made by pulling
a loop of film rapidly through a wedge (6)
at 15% R.H. and measuring the width of the
wedge at the point of failure are reported in
Table III. (The larger the wedge value, the

TABLE III

TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF KODAK AEROGRAPHIC FILMS

Film Panatomic-X Plus-X Tri-X Plus-X Super-XX

Propertiesc.) Base(b) Estar Estar Estar CAB CAB

Type No. SO-136 SO-135 SO-138 5401 5425
,

Wedge brittieness Ce) at 15% R. H. no breaks no breaks nobreaks 0,16 0.10
Film break, inch
Emulsion crack, inch 0.17 0.25 0.27 0.22 <0.10
Backing crack, inch 0.18 0.11 0.12 - -

Film curl, Cd) 100/R inch-1

20% RH +7 +12 +17 +140 +250
50% RH -1 -2 +1 + 85 +110
70% RH -4 -7 -7 + 67 +77

Water absorption after processing
Weight of water, % of dry film 19. 23. 44. 18. 48.
Weight of water, Ib./sq. ft. of dry film 0.006 0.0085 0.017 0,007 0,020

Ca) All tests made at 70°F.
(b) CAB = cellulose acetate butyrate.
Ce) Unprocessed film tested by American Standard Methods for Deterllliniilg the Brittleness of

Photographic Film, PH1.31-1958 (Method B). ""~

Cd) Processed film tested by American Standard Methods for Deterlllinip~hJf ,Photographic
Film, PH1.29-1958 (Method A).. .
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RELATIVE HUMIDITY. %

Estar film in flatness under practical condi
tions. One has to feel and handle both types
of film to appreciate the difference. This im
provement is due to the gelatin backing, not
the base. Of course, any film stored in roll
form for a period of time will take on a little
roll curl due to plastic flow. This effect is in
versely proportional to the diameter of the
roll and increases with time and temperature,
but is normally small compared to the curl of
unbacked film.

A gelatin backing, even though it is well
hardened, does require a few precautions.
The unprocessed film is a little more sus
ceptible to keeping troubles, because of the
emulsion-gelatin contact in the roll. As al
ready mentioned, this is minimized by the
matte-surface of the backing. Storage at
60°F. or lower is recommended for periods up
to six months, and 50°F. or lower for periods
of a year or longer. Temperatures over 80°F.
should be avoided before use. These condi
tions are the same as those recommended for
acetate film; it is simply more important that
high temperatures be avoided with gelatin
backed films.

Estar Aerographic films have been pro
cessed satisfactorily in both rewind tank
equipment and in continuous machines. Ob
viously, both sides of a gelatin-backed film
must be dried after processing. The forced-air
mechanical-roll film-dryer commonly used for
aerial film is designed to blow air at only the
emulsion side. It must be run somewhat
slower to allow the backing on Estar films to
dry. HO\\'ever, a simple modification with en
closure or baffles. which directs some air at
the back of the film, permits normal operating
speeds. With a suitably designed dryer, Estar
Aerugraphic films dl')' more rapidly than ace
tate films, because the emulsions are thinner
and the base absorbs so little ,yater that its

FIG. 4. Illustration showillg flatlless of processed
Kodak Plus-X Aerographic Film (Estar Base) C0111

pared with Kodak Super-XX Aerographic Film
(acet,.te butyrate base) at 70°F. -20% RH.
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FIG. 3. Curl of processed Kodak Aerographic
Films versus relative humidity at 70°F. (R=
radius of curvature)

more brittle is the film.) In this test none
of the Estar films break, whereas the acetate
fil ms do. However, very fine cracks can occur
in the emulsion or gelatin backing if the film
is bent sharply, as in the wedge test, under
"ery cold or very dry conditions. These fine
emulsion cracks sometimes heal in processing
and sometimes are visible as a density dif
ference. This should not happen in a well
designed camera, where rollers in the film
path are not too small in diameter. The im
portant fact is that Estar films retain a high
degree of flexibility at all relative humidities
and at temperatures down to at least -60°F.

The presence of a gelatin backing is a
relatively new feature for aerial film. It is
used to provide static protection and reduce
curl. The flatness of Estar films should be
especially attractive to the user, because curl
has long been troublesome in handling pro
cessed aerial negatives. The improvement in
curl is indicated by the data shown for sev
eral relative humidities in Table III and
Figure 3. The curl tests were made by de
termining the radius of curvature of a film
sample approximately 3 inches square and
ex pressi ng in uni ts of 100 divided by the
radius in inches. On this scale a curl value of
100 corresponds to a cylinder of 2 inches
diameter, and a curl value of 200 corresponds
to a cylinder of t inch diameter, and so forth.
A positive value means curl towards and a
negatiYe "alue means curl a\\'ay from the
the emulsion side.

Figure 4 illustrates the advantage of the
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TIME AT 100 c" WEEKS

FIG. 5. Effect of heating processed Kodak aerial
film at 100°C. on viscosity retention of base. Data
for cellulose nitrate from Fordyce (7),

removal does not add to the drying load. For
example, Plus-X Aerographic Film on Estar
base dries in about one-third of the time re
quired for Super-XX on acetate butyrate
base. Comparative data on the water content
of these films before drying are listed in Table
I I 1.

Processed gelat.in-backed aerial film must
also be stored with proper regard for humid
ity and temperature. The film should have
an equivalent relative humidity of 40-50%
when wound and should be stored at the same
condition, at not over 80°F. (These are the
same conditions recommended for conven
tional aerial film.) If the gelatin-backed film
reaches an equivalent. relative humidity of
70%, contact marks (ferrotyping) may occur
and at 90% there may be actual sticking be
tween laps, Of course, such severe humidities
are dangerous to any film because of moisture
and fungus attack.

Estar base is chemically very stable, It is
insoluble in all common soh'ents, although
it can be degraded by strong acids and strong
alkalis. Polyester base has not been in exis
tence as long as cellulose acetate base, so that
less is kno\\'n about its permanence. Accel
erated aging tests have been run on coated
and processed films under a variety of con
ditions, and all of these have sho\\'n Estar
base t.o be chemically as stable or more stable
than standard acetate base. One such accel
erated test is illustrated in Figure 5, which
sho\\'s the retention of intrinsic viscosity of
the base for over a year at 100°C. Intrinsic
\'iscosity is a measure of the molecular
\\'eight. or average length of t.he polymer
chains, and decreases with chemical degrada
t.ion. (The control film test.ed in Figure 5 is
on cellulose triacetate Aerecon base. \\'hich is
similar in chemical stai.Jility to cellulose ace
t.ate butyrat.e Aerographic base.) It is ap-
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parent from this very severe test that the
chemical stability of Estar base is even higher
than that of acetate base, and of course, both
are very much higher than the old ni trate type
of base used prior to World \Yar II. Less
severe aging tests have been run for over
three years at temperatures of 78° to 120°F.
and humidities from 20 to 60% \\'ith satisfac
tory resul ts.

\\'ith respect to safety characteristics,
Estar base film ignites only with difficulty
and burns very slowly. The base melts at
about 510°F., and in the event of fire the
molten polymer may Ao\\', but it burns only
slowly. Estar base film passes the American
Standard Speci fications for Safety Photo
graphic Film, PH 1.25-1956, and has been
approved by the Underwriters' Laboratories,
Inc., as a slow-burning safety film.

DnIEKSIO:\AL STABILITY

Although there are many properties, both
photographic and physical, which are es
sential to a satisfactory aerial film, it is di
mensional stability which is of most interest
with polyester base for topographic mapping.
This is a complex subject and cannot be
answered simply, since no material-even
glass plates-holds size absolutely.

First, compare the various dimensional
change characteristics of Estar base films.
These include the reversible changes caused
by temperature and humidity, and per
manent shrinkage resulting from processing
and subsequent aging. The theory involved in
various types of dimensional change in pho
tographic films has been discussed previously
(8, 9). Laboratory measurements have been
made \\'ith a pin-gage on 35 mm, strips of
film over a IO-inch gage length, It is realized
that dimensional changes averaged o\'er this
gage length do not tell the whole story as re
gards accuracy for topographic mapping, but
they do provide one valuable comparison,
The possibility of non-uniform dimensional
changes is discussed later.

Estar base film has only about one-third
the thermal coefficient of linear expansion
of acetate butyrate base film Crable IV).
This will reduce film dimensional changes in
cameras \\'hen the temperature cannot be
cont.rolled.

The humidit.y coefficients of linear expan
sion of Est.ar base fil ms also average abou t
one-third t.hat of acet.at.e butyrat.e base film
(Table IV). Here it should be noted t.hat. the
film di mensions versus rela ti ve humidi ty
curve is not linear for polyester i.Jase film as
it virtually is for acetat.e base film (Figure 6).
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TABLE IV

TYPICAL DIMENSIONAL CHANGE VALUES FOR AEROGRAPHIC FILMS(')

Humidity Coeffi-
Processing Di-Thermal Coeffi- cient of Dinear

Direction of Test(o)
cient of Linear Expansion % 111ensional

Expansion, % per 1% R.H.(c) Change, %(d)

per Degree F. (h)

Material Base(f) Type No. 1 2 I 2
--

I<odak Panatomic-X Estar 50-136
10.0015

0.0021 0.0023 +0.005 0.000
Aerographic Film

Kodak Plus-X Estar 50-135 J 0.0025 0.0029 -0.050 -0.010
Aerographic Film

Kodak Tri-X Estar 50-138 0.0032 0.0035 -0.020 -0.025
Aerographic Film

Kodak Plus-X CAB 5401 1 0.0070 0.0075 -0.0-1, -0.05
Aerographic Film 10 .00-1,

Kodak Super-XX CAB 5425 J 0.0080 0.0085 -0.05 -0.06
Aerographic Film

Aluminum 0.0013
Steel 0.0006
Glass Plates 0.000-1,5

(.) Films tested according to American Standard Method for Determining the Dimensional Change
Characteristics of Photographic Films and Papers, PH1.32-1959.

(h) Thermal coefficients measured between 70°F. and 120°F. at 20% RH on unprocessed film.
(c) Humidity coefficients measured between 15% and 50% RH at 70°F. on unprocessed film.
(d) Processing dimensional change measured at 70°F.-50% RH. Both unprocessed and processed film

brought to 50% RH from a lower humidity.
(0) Direction 1 is axis of molecular orientation of base; direction 2 is at right angles. These are not

necessarily length and width directions in the case of Estar base.
(f) CAB = cellulose acetate butyrate.

The curves are much steeper below 50%
R.H. where the humidity coefficients are
calculated. Above 50% R.H. there is appre
ciably less change in dimension for Estar
films with change in humidity.

The gelati n emulsion and backing are re
sponsible for the larger portion of the humid
ity dimensional change in polyester base
films because of the later'al compression they
exert upon the base. This is the reason for the
curves for the three Estar films in Figure 6
falling in the order of the emulsion thickness.
In fact, there is an approximately linear rela
tionship between the gelatin/base thickness
ratio and the humidity coefficient as in
dicated in Figure 7. The poi n ts in this chart
for zero emulsion thickness are the humidity
coefficients of the base alone. Naturally, the
gelatin thickness is held at a minimum in
manufacture consistent with other physical
and photographic requirements.

Another factor which must be considered
in analyzing humidity dimensional changes
(If resin base films is hysteresis, that is, the
failure of lhe lilm to return to exactly the
same dimensions \\"hen a given relative hu
midity is approached from a lower and from

a higher humidity. This phenomenon was ex
plored in an earlier paper (9) on polystyrene
base film and applies in a similar manner to
polyester base film. It is caused by the
gelatin layers, not the base. Dimensional
hysteresis is of secondary importance wi th
acetate film, because the humidity coefficients
are relatively large. Typical dimensional hy
steresis curves for unprocessed and processed
Estar base film are reproduced in Figure 8.
From this it is apparent that the humidity
coefficient is really not a constant, and that
one cannot calculate the di mensions of a
film at a gi\"en relative humidity exactly
from any coefficient.

The low rate and amount of swell of Estar
base film in water (to simulate processing
solutions) compared with acetate butyrate
base film is indicated in Figure 9. One would
expect that upon drying, a polyester base
film, which contains no solvent or plasticizer,
would show no permanent shrinkage. This is
not true because of the compressi\'c effects of
the gelatin 011 the base during drying and the
hysteresis effects already mentioned. Figure 8
shows the shift in the hysteresis curve for
Estar base film after processing, which is
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cessing and drying than acetate butyrate
film, under the same conditions (Table IV).

Another factor of interest in connection
with processing topographic film is the possi
bility of stretching because of tension, par
ticularly with continuous processing ma-
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due to the decrease in modulus of elasticity
and the thickness of the emulsion (9). The
resul t of these various factors is that the net
change in dimension from processing may be
either a slight swell, no change, or a slight
shrinkage, depending on the condi tions. In
spite of these complications, Estar base films
show smaller dimensional changes on pro-

FIG. 7. Effect of gelatin/base thickness ratio on
the humidity coefficient of unprocessed Aero
graphic films between 15% and 50% RH at 70°F.
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Flc. 10. Effect of tension during processing and
drying on the lengthwise stretch of Kodak Plus-X
Aerographic Films. Film dried at 70°F. -50% RH
and measured after 24 hours recovery.

properties in different directions in the plane
of the film, is more important in topographic
mapping than over-all dimensional changes
that can be corrected by a change in mag
nification in the stereo plotter. It is well
known that acetate topographic base has
very slightly different properties in the
length than in the width, because it is un
avoidably stretched a little in the machine
direction during manufacture (8). In the case
of Estar base, very slight differences in phys
ical and di mensional properties also exist in
different directions. Ho\\'e\'er, the properties
may not be a maximum in either the length
or width direction, but at some angle in be
t\\'een these. Table IV shows the di mensional
properties in the direction of maximum
orientation and in the direction at 90 degrees
to this. Every effort is made in manufacture
to keep these small differentials at a mini
mum.

Another consideration is the effect of stor
ing film in roll form on length-width dimen
sional differences. When this was first in
vestigated some years ago, it was found to be
a significant factor with acetate film. (8)

4 6 8 10
TIME, MONTHS

FIG. 11. Processing plus aging shrinkage of
Plus-X Aerographic Films stored at two different
conditions. All measurements made after recon
ditioning to 70°F. -50 0 RH.
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chines. Figure 10 shows the amount of
lengthwise stretch remaining after strips of
Aerographic fil m were su bjected to various
tensions during processing and drying. (Some
widthwise contraction is caused by any
lengthwise stretch, which is not shown in the
figure.) Even though the Estar film is thinner,
it offers much greater resistance to stretch
under tension, particularly when both films
are wet. Of course, the tension is deliberately
exaggerated in this test. Some continuous
machines have a tension in the neighborhood
of 0.5 lbs. per inch, but rewind tank machines
and mechanical roll film dryers have con
siderably 10\\'er tensions. I t is not possible to
state a limiting processing tension, below
which either film will sho\\' no stretching, but
Figure 10 should be a useful guide. Some
continuous processing machines do have
tensions which are undesirably high for
topographic film.

The sh ri nkage of Estar fil ms wi th age' is
vcry small indeed, hecause there is no solvent
or plasticizer in the base. The small shrinkage
\\'hich does occur is caused by relaxation"of
the base or lateral compression fromlthe
emulsion. Typical aging curves are plotted in
Figure 11 for keeping at 78°F.-60% RH and
120°F-20% RH. The latter is an accelerated
condition. These curves do not yet extend
very far because Estar base films made under
production conditions are still very ne\\·.
However, it is known from tests made on
earlier pilot plant coatings and accelerated
tests on production coatings, that the shrink
age of Estar films should not exceed about
0.05% in five years under normal conditions
and may be less. This is a significant im
provement over the most stable acetate film.

Uniaxialism, that is the uniformity of
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Because uf plastic til> II' during storage. f he
length-wid th differen tials increase, com
pared to film stored in flat strips. A prelimi
nary study "'ith Estar Aerographic film has
shown much less effect of roll storage and,
hence, lower length-width differentials.

The possibility of random or non-uniform
di mensional changes in aerial fil m has been
raised many times by photogrammetrists.
However, there are so many possible sources
of error in the photogrammetric system that
it is difficult to determine which, if any, are
caused by the film itself when properly
handled. Methods of studying film distortion
by means of a reseau grid exposed on the film
are almost prohibitively laborious. However
a new method using a halftone tint printed on
the film from a glass master, which when
superimposed with the original produces an
int~rference pattern called a moire, was de
sCrIbed recently. (10) The evenness of the
spacing of the spots in the moire pattern
provides quantitative information on the
dimensional uniformity of the film. Tests
made on Aerographic Film on acetate buty
rate base by the moire method showed film
di mensional distortions in ten tionall y caused
by water-spotting, excessive processing ma
chine tension and abnormal heating. When
the film was handled properly. no serious
random distortions were found.

Only preliminary comparisons between
Estar and acetate Aerographic films have
been made, as yet, by means of the moire
method. In one trial, %-inch wide rolls of
Estar and acetate butyrate Aerographic
films were exposed to a 300-line halftone tint
on a glass plate at 70°F.-50% RH without
preconditioning, processed in a rewind tank,
and dried on a mechanical roll film dryer. The
negatives were then conditioned at 70°F.-50%
RH and registered wi th another halftone
glass master, which had been accurately en
larged 0.08% from the original. (This device
was necessary because a 300-li ne screen does
not produce a sufficiently fine moire pattern
for the small dimensional changes being
measured.)

The moire patterns obtained were photo
graphically copied on a high contrast nega
tive material (which reproduces only the
dt;nse spots of the interference patterns),
\~'lth the results shown in Figure 12. The grid
lInes were added in printing for reference
purposes. The larger moire spots and the
larger spacing between them for the Estar
film, ~ndicate a smaller over-all processing di
mensIOnal change than for the acetate film.

ESTAR ACETATE BUTYRATE
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FIG. 12. Photographic reproduction of actual

moire patterns obtained with Kodak Plux-X
Aerographic Films exposed to a 300 line halftone
tint, processed in roll form and registered with a
ha.'ftone l11~ster. The reference grid was added in
pnnt1l1g. (See text for additional explanation.)

If the dimensional change in the film is uni
form, in all directions, the moire spots will
form a perfect square. The broken lines in
Figure 12 show that this is nearly true in the
case of the Estar film, whereas the moire
pattern forms a rectangle in the case of the
acetate film, indicating greater systematic
distortion. Of course, this is a very sensitive
test and it does not mean that the acetate
film has actually become a rectangle of this
proportion.

Knowing the number of lines in the orig
inal halftone, it is possible to calculate the
size-change quite accurately, from such a
moire pattern in both length and width. It is
also possible to calculate the size-change in
the two diagonal directions, which gives a
measure of any skewness. Furthermore, one
can estimate the random distortion if any
by the appearance of the pattern ~nd an)',
curvature of the rows of moire spots.

The over-all di mensional changes as a re
sult of processing, calculated from the moire
patterns in Figure 12 are:

A atate Butyrale
Estar Film Film

Length -0.022'Yv -0.045'/"
Width -0.025 -0.095

----
Difference 0.003 0.050

Diagonal 1 -0.026 -0.065
Diagonal 2 -0.024 -0.063

Difference 0.002 0.002

These figures show an appreciably lower
length-width distortion for the Estar film.
However, the differentials in the diagonal
direction are equally small for both films. It
will be noted that the above values for proc
essing dimensional change, which were meas-
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ured on rolls, differ somewhat from those ob
tained on flat strips shown in Table IV. This
is attributed to the effects of storage in roll
form mentioned earlier, and possibly to some
small humidity dimensional change after
exposure to the halftone master.

Analysis of the more patterns in Figure 12
shows that in this particular test, the Estar
film relative to the acetate butyrate film has:

1. Approximately 1/3 the over-all size change.
2. Approximately 1/10 the systematic distor

tion between the length and width.
3. Approximately the same extremely small

random distortion, indicated by the negligible
curvature of the line of moire spots.

It cannot be concluded that exactly the same
result would be obtained under various other
practical conditions. A great deal more in
vestigational work with larger amounts of
film remains to be done before any more def
inite conclusions can be drawn regarding very
small distortions in Estar film.

CONCLUSIONS

These new films on Estar base offer a num
ber of practical advantages to the user in
strength properties, flatness, and di mensional
stability. Limited trade tests have indicated
that they can be handled in conventional
mapping cameras and processing equipment.
It is not yet known what increase in mapping
accuracy will result from the improved film
characteristics. In the final analysis, it will
be the practical experience of photogram
metrists which will determine the advantages
of Estar base films.
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